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Study Objectives: To evaluate the reliability and validity of the Brief Insomnia Questionnaire (BIQ), a fully structured questionnaire developed to diagnose insomnia according to hierarchy-free Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Fourth Edition, Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR), International Classification of Diseases-10 (ICD-10), and research diagnostic criteria/International Classification of Sleep Disorders-2 (RDC/ICSD-2) general criteria without organic exclusions in the America Insomnia Survey (AIS).

Design: Probability subsamples of AIS respondents, oversampling BIQ positives, completed short-term test-retest interviews (n = 59) or clinical reappraisal interviews (n = 203) to assess BIQ reliability and validity.

Setting: The AIS is a large (n = 10,094) epidemiologic survey of the prevalence and correlates of insomnia.

Participants: Adult subscribers to a national managed healthcare plan.

Intervention: None

Measurements and Results: BIQ test-retest correlations were 0.47-0.94 for nature of the sleep problems (initiation, maintenance, nonrestorative sleep [NRS]), 0.72-0.95 for problem frequency, 0.66-0.88 for daytime impairment/distress, and 0.62 for duration of sleep. Good individual-level concordance was found between BIQ diagnoses and diagnoses based on expert interviews for meeting hierarchy-free inclusion criteria for diagnoses in any of the diagnostic systems, with area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC, a measure of classification accuracy insensitive to disorder prevalence) of 0.86 for dichotomous classifications. The AUC increased to 0.94 when symptom-level data were added to generate continuous predicted-probability of diagnosis measures. The AUC was lower for dichotomous classifications based on RDC/ICSD-2 (0.68) and ICD-10 (0.70) than for DSM-IV-TR (0.83) criteria but increased consistently when symptom-level data were added to generate continuous predicted-probability measures of RDC/ICSD-2, ICD-10, and DSM-IV-TR diagnoses (0.92-0.95).

Conclusions: These results show that the BIQ generates accurate estimates of the prevalence and correlates of hierarchy-free insomnia in the America Insomnia Survey.
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The Main AIS Sample

The AIS was carried out between October 2008 and July 2009 in a stratified probability sample of 10,094 adult (ages 18 years and older) members of a large (more than 34 million members) national commercial health plan in the United States. The sample was restricted to fully insured members enrolled for at least 12 months to allow medical and pharmacy claims data to be used in substantive analyses. Sample eligibility was also limited to members who provided the plan with a telephone number, could speak English, and had no impairment that limited their ability to be interviewed over the telephone. The sample was selected with stratification to match the United States census population distribution on the cross-classification of age (18-34, 35-49, 50-64, 65-74 and 75+), sex, urbanicity (Census Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas [SMSA], non-SMSA urbanized areas, and rural areas), and census region (Northeast, South, Midwest, and West).

The AIS was designed to obtain 10,000 completed interviews. Target respondents were sampled in random replicates of 50, which were constructed to be representative of the population on the sociodemographic and geographic selection criteria. Information about previous diagnoses or treatment of sleep problems was ignored in selecting the sample so as to make it representative of all plan subscribers. An introductory letter was sent to target respondents a few days before attempts to make telephone contact began. The letter explained that the survey was being carried out “to better understand how health and health problems affect the daily lives of people,” that respondents were selected randomly, that participation was voluntary, that responses were completely confidential, that participation would not affect healthcare benefits in any way, and that a $20 incentive was being offered for participation. A toll-free number was included for respondent questions and opting out. Once respondents were contacted, verbal informed consent was obtained before beginning interviews. The Human Subjects Committee of the New England Institutional Review Board approved these recruitment, consent, and field procedures.

Up to 20 call attempts were made to reach each target respondent. Disconnected numbers were traced. Forwarded numbers were followed. The interview, which used computer-assisted telephone administration, averaged 39 minutes (with a standard deviation of 6 minutes). Additional replicates were released as earlier ones were completed. All cases in all released replicates were resolved (i.e., an interview, a refusal, or a termination due to reaching the 20-attempt limit), resulting in a total of 10,094 completed interviews. The cooperation rate (the rate of survey completion among target respondents with known working telephone numbers, including respondents who were never reached) was 65.0%. The 10,094 interviews were weighted for residual discrepancies between the joint distribution in the sample and the census population on the cross-classification of the sociodemographic and geographic selection criteria, although these variables were only weakly related to the probability of participation.

The Test-Retest Sample

A probability subsample of 59 AIS respondents was administered a second brief telephone retest interview 2 days after their AIS interview to establish the test-retest reliability of the BIQ symptom questions. This test-retest sample oversampled BIQ positives. The target-sample size (n = 50), which we somewhat exceeded, was selected to yield 0.90 power to detect a Pearson correlation of 0.40. The final retest sample included 23 respondents classified by the initial survey as having insomnia, 12 classified as subthreshold cases (i.e., respondents who reported meeting Criterion A: at least 1 sleep problem, 3 or more days a week 30 minutes a night, 1 month or longer, but who do not meet full criteria), and 24 randomly selected respondents representing all others in the AIS sample (i.e., those who did not meet Criterion A). Respondents in the third of these sampling strata are usually referred to as good sleepers. As noted below, comparisons of respondents screened positive for insomnia only with good sleepers (i.e., excluding respondents in the rather substantial intermediate group of people who have at least some symptoms but do not meet full criteria on the insomnia-screening scale) leads to biased estimated of the accuracy of insomnia screening scales. It is consequently noteworthy that our comparison group is not limited to good sleepers but also includes this intermediate stratum of respondents with some insomnia symptoms. The sample was weighted so that the weighted proportion of respondents in each of the 3 sampling strata was identical to that in the total weighted AIS sample and summed to 100%. This weighting took into consideration the poststratification weight used in the main survey so that significance tests could be made using appropriate design-based methods.

Because the recall period for the assessment of insomnia in both the AIS and the retest survey was the past 30 days, the retest interviews were carried out 2 days after the main survey interviews to guarantee that no meaningful true change in insomnia status occurred in the retest interval, compared with the recall interval. As is typical in short-term test-retest studies, retest respondents were informed that we were testing the instrument and not testing the accuracy of respondent reports and were instructed not to try to remember their responses in the initial interview but, rather, to respond in the way they currently thought provided the most accurate answers to the questions. Respondents targeted for retest interviews received verbal notice of selection at the end of their AIS interview. Verbal informed consent was then obtained before scheduling the retest interview for within the next 2 days. Respondents were paid $20 for participation in the retest interview. The Human Subjects Committee of the New England Institutional Review Board approved these recruitment, consent, and field procedures.

RESULTS

The agreement on BIQ symptom questions was high; the test-retest sample showed 0.84 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.79-0.89) for the overall index and 0.89 (95% CI 0.84-0.93) for the scale, based on a weighted Krippendorff’s alpha. In the test-retest sample, the weighted Krippendorff’s alpha for the scale was 0.90 (95% CI 0.84-0.94), indicating high agreement on BIQ symptom questions. The weighted Krippendorff’s alpha for the scale was 0.89 (95% CI 0.84-0.93), indicating high agreement on BIQ symptom questions. The weighted Krippendorff’s alpha for the scale was 0.89 (95% CI 0.84-0.93), indicating high agreement on BIQ symptom questions.

CONCLUSIONS

The test-retest reliability of the BIQ symptom questions was high, with a weighted Krippendorff’s alpha of 0.89 (95% CI 0.84-0.93). The agreement on BIQ symptom questions was high; the test-retest sample showed 0.84 (95% CI 0.79-0.89) for the overall index and 0.89 (95% CI 0.84-0.93) for the scale, based on a weighted Krippendorff’s alpha. The weighted Krippendorff’s alpha for the scale was 0.90 (95% CI 0.84-0.94), indicating high agreement on BIQ symptom questions. The weighted Krippendorff’s alpha for the scale was 0.89 (95% CI 0.84-0.93), indicating high agreement on BIQ symptom questions. The weighted Krippendorff’s alpha for the scale was 0.89 (95% CI 0.84-0.93), indicating high agreement on BIQ symptom questions. The weighted Krippendorff’s alpha for the scale was 0.89 (95% CI 0.84-0.93), indicating high agreement on BIQ symptom questions.
Committee of the New England Institutional Review Board approved these recruitment, consent, and field procedures.

The Clinical Reappraisal Sample

A separate (from the test-retest sample) probability subsample of 203 AIS respondents was administered a telephone, clinical reappraisal interview (described below) within 2 weeks of their AIS interview to assess the accuracy of the insomnia diagnoses in the main interview. The target sample size (n = 200) was selected to yield a standard error of 0.10 in estimating Cohen’s $k$, a standard measure of concordance in clinical reappraisal studies. We slightly exceeded the target sample size. The clinical reappraisal sample oversampled BIQ positives and used the same 3-stratum sampling scheme as in the test-retest sample. The sample included 83 respondents classified in the main survey as having insomnia, 63 subthreshold cases, and 57 respondents representing all others in the AIS sample (i.e., those who did not meet BIQ criteria for either insomnia or subthreshold insomnia).

As in the test-retest survey, respondents targeted for the clinical reappraisal survey received verbal notice of selection at the end of their AIS interview and provided verbal informed consent before scheduling their clinical reappraisal interviews. Each respondent was paid $20 for participation in the clinical reappraisal survey. The Human Subjects Committee the New England Institutional Review Board approved these recruitment, consent, and field procedures. The completed clinical reappraisal interviews were weighted to adjust for the oversampling of BIQ positives. As in the test-retest sample, this weighting took into consideration the poststratification weight used in the main survey so that significance tests could be made using appropriate design-based methods.

The Assessment of Insomnia

The BIQ

The BIQ was designed to assess current insomnia by operationalizing DSM-IV-TR inclusion Criteria A (predominant complaint of difficulty initiating or maintaining sleep or NRS for at least 1 month) and B (the sleep disturbance or associated daytime fatigue causes clinically significant distress or impairment) for a diagnosis of primary insomnia; ICD-10 inclusion Criteria A (complaint of difficulty falling asleep or maintaining sleep or poor quality sleep), B (at least 3 times per week for at least 1 month), C (preoccupation with sleeplessness and excessive concern over consequences), and D (marked distress or interference with activities of daily living) for a diagnosis of non-organic insomnia; and RDC/ICSD-2 inclusion Criteria A (difficulty initiating or maintaining sleep or waking up too early or chronically NRS), B (difficulty occurs despite adequate opportunity and circumstances for sleep), and C (daytime impairment related to the nighttime sleep difficulty) for a diagnosis of insomnia disorder. (The full text of the BIQ and coding rules for diagnoses are available at www.hcp.med.harvard.edu/wmh/affiliated_studies.php. The instrument is in the public domain and can be used by other investigators without restriction.) It should be recalled that RDC and ICSD-2 general criteria for insomnia were developed to be identical, except that the former are intended for research applications and the latter for clinical use. That is why we refer to these as defining RDC/ICSD-2 insomnia.

Due to difficulties associated with distinguishing primary insomnia from insomnia due to physical, mental, or other sleep disorders or due to substance or alcohol use, no attempt was made to operationalize the diagnostic hierarchy rules in DSM-IV-TR. This revision would avoid causal attributions for comorbid conditions, a move consistent with the recommendations of the 2005 National Institutes of Health State of the Science position on the classification of insomnia disorders. Importantly, the AIS included fully structured assessments of many of the physical and mental disorders known to be associated with insomnia so that comorbidity could be studied empirically. In addition, medical and pharmacy claims data for the 12 months before the interview were obtained from the health plan for all AIS respondents to allow an investigation of patterns of comorbidity of insomnia with diagnosed and treated comorbid conditions.

The BIQ question series began by asking respondents how many nights out of 7 in a typical week they have problems falling asleep, how many nights they have problems staying asleep throughout the night, how many mornings out of 7 they typically wake up before they want to, and how many mornings they wake up still feeling tired or unrested. Positive responses were followed with questions about how long they usually take to fall asleep on nights with a problem falling asleep, how much time they typically spend asleep at night on nights they have trouble sleeping, how many times per night they usually wake up during those nights, how long it usually takes them to get back to sleep once they wake up at night, and how much earlier than they wish they awaken in the morning when they awaken early. Respondents who reported NRS were asked to rate the severity of their problem waking up feeling tired or unrested using the response options mild, moderate, severe, and very severe.

Respondents with sleep problems were then asked how many weeks, months or years these problems had been going on in order to operationalize the 1-month duration requirement in DSM-IV-TR and ICD-10. They were also asked 2 questions about adequate opportunity to sleep prefaced with the preamble “The next questions are about how much your sleep problems are caused by the place you sleep being too light, too noisy, too hot or cold, or uncomfortable.” The first question was: “How much do you think your sleep problems are caused by problems with the place you sleep—you would say not at all, a little,
some, a lot, or totally?” The second question was: “Some people have sleep problems because they either have to get up very early, stay up late, or get up in the night because of their job or because of having a baby or a sick person who needs their help. How much do you think your sleep problems are caused by these kinds of demands on your time—would you say not at all, a little, some, a lot, or totally?”

Respondents with sleep problems were then asked 16 questions about daytime distress and impairment. The first 8 of these questions asked how much difficulty respondents had because of their sleep problems over the past 30 days in each of the following areas: reduced motivation; performance at work, school, or social activities; making errors or having accidents; irritability, nerves, or mood disturbance; daytime attention, concentration, or memory problems; daytime fatigue; daytime sleepiness; tension headaches; or digestive problems. The response options were none, mild, moderate, or severe difficulty. The next 4 distress-impairment questions were a modified version of the Sheehan Disability Scales\(^\text{18}\) that asked respondents to rate the extent to which their sleep problems interfered with their daily activities during the past 4 weeks using a 0-to-10 scale, where 0 means no interference and 10 means very severe interference. The 4 areas of role functioning were: “your home management, like cleaning, shopping, and taking care of your home; your ability to work; your social life; and your close personal relationships.” Respondents were reminded of the anchors before answering each question and were also instructed that they could use any number between 0 and 10 to answer.

The next 2 distress-impairment questions asked about days out of role due to sleep problems: “About how many days out of 30 in the past month were you totally unable to work or carry out your other usual daily activities because of problems with your sleep? About how many days out of 365 in the past year were you totally unable to work or carry out your other usual daily activities because of problems with your sleep?” The final 2 distress-impairment questions asked respondents how much concern or worry they had about their sleep (response options: none, mild, moderate, and severe) and how worried or distressed they were about their sleep problems (response options: not at all, a little, some, much, and very much).

A variety of coding schemes were used to combine BIQ question responses to generate diagnoses. The final scheme defined DSM-IV-TR Criterion A, ICD-10 Criteria A and B, and RDC/ICSD-2 Criterion A as requiring at least 30 days of problems initiating sleep, 3 or more nights a week, with an average of 30 or more minutes to fall asleep at night; problems staying asleep 3 or more nights a week, with an average of 30 minutes of being awake; waking 3 or more times a night 3 or more nights a week; waking too early 3 or more nights a week, with an average of 30 or more minutes too early; or NRS with at least moderate severity 3 or more nights a week. RDC/ICSD-2 Criterion B was defined as requiring the respondent to not report that their sleep problems were caused a lot or totally by problems with the place they sleep and that the problems were not caused a lot or totally by demands on their time that required them to sleep irregularly. DSM-IV-TR Criterion B, ICD-10 Criterion D, and RDC/ICSD-2 Criterion B were defined as requiring endorsement of at least 2 (1 in the case of RDC/ICSD-2) of the distress-impairment questions with responses of at least moderate severity to the first 8 questions, 7 to 10 on items of the Sheehan Disability Scales, and either at least moderate concern or worry about sleep or much or very much worry or distress about sleep. The latter 2 items were also used to define ICD-10 Criterion C.

The semistructured assessment in the clinical reappraisal survey

As noted above, the clinical reappraisal interviews were administered over the telephone. Telephone administration is now widely accepted in clinical reappraisal studies of psychiatric disorders based on evidence of validity comparable with in-person administration.\(^{19-21}\) The semistructured research diagnostic interview schedule was developed specifically for this project. It included DSM, ICD, and RDC/ICSD-2 symptom checklists, scripted initial questions, suggested probes, spaces to record notes, and interviewer-based rating categories of definite, probable, possible, and no for each rated symptom. Clinical interviewers were blinded to respondents’ reports on the AIS when conducting clinical reappraisal interviews.

The seven 7 clinical interviewers were all PhD-level licensed psychologists with a specialization in the diagnosis and treatment of insomnia and between 6 and 20+ years of clinical experience diagnosing and treating sleep disorders. Five of the seven 7 had a Certificate in Behavioral Sleep Medicine from the American Academy of Sleep Medicine. One of the remaining 2 was both a PhD-level clinical psychologist and a registered polysomnographic technologist. The final interviewer was a PhD-level clinical psychologist who specialized in cognitive behavioral therapy for sleep disorders.

Interviewer training took place over 2 sessions that focused on review of the data-collection protocol, discussion of diagnostic criteria, and practice in administration and scoring of the semistructured clinical interview. The supervisor was a PhD-level clinical psychologist with extensive experience administering and supervising research diagnostic interviews of sleep disorders. The supervisor also provided 1-on-1 feedback to interviewers in practice and production interviews based on review of digitally recorded clinical interviews and hard-copy interviews. The supervisor independently scored 15% of these interviews. Symptom-level supervisor-interviewer interrater agreement less than \(\kappa = 0.85\) prompted immediate contact of the interviewer to resolve ratings differences. Aggregate diagnosis-level supervisor-interviewer interrater agreement (\(\kappa\)) before reconciliation across all the dually rated interviews in this random 15% sample of clinical interviews was 0.95 for diagnoses based on DSM, 1.0 for ICD, 0.86 for RDC/ICSD-2, and 0.95 for any criteria.

Initial inspection of associations between AIS and clinical interview reports found that a number of respondents denied having any sleep problems in the clinical reappraisal interviews despite reporting sleep problems in the AIS. To address this issue of respondent-reporting inconsistency, reconciliation interviews were carried out by the clinical interviewer supervisor with 16 respondents classified as meeting criteria for insomnia according to at least 1 of the diagnostic systems in the AIS and either not meeting criteria (\(n = 9\)) or continuing to meet criteria (\(n = 7\)) in the clinical reappraisal survey. Respondents were reminded of their main survey responses at the beginning of these reconciliation interviews. Clinical probes were then used to judge whether or not these symptoms met criteria for insomnia.
in each of the diagnostic systems, with the supervisor blinded as to the results of the first clinical reappraisal interview. Final diagnoses of these discrepant cases were based on LEAD standard procedures that used the information in both of the 2 clinical interviews. The method of multiple imputation was used to impute final clinical diagnoses based on the results of the reconciliation interviews to discrepant cases when reconciliation interviews could not be carried out. Multiple imputation adjusts standard errors of descriptive statistics to account for the increases in measurement error introduced by imputed missing values.

Analysis Methods

After weighting the test-retest sample data to adjust for the oversampling of BIQ positives, we investigated the stability of the responses at both the aggregate and individual levels. At the aggregate level, we compared test and retest interview means. At the individual level, we calculated Pearson correlations between reports made in the 2 interviews.

After weighting the clinical reappraisal sample data to adjust for the oversampling of BIQ positives, we investigated concordance between diagnoses based on the BIQ and the clinical interviews at both the aggregate and individual levels. At the aggregate level, we compared prevalence estimates based on the 2 methods using McNemar \( \chi^2 \) tests. Individual-level diagnostic concordance was then evaluated using 2 different descriptive measures, the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) and \( \kappa \). Although \( \kappa \) is the most widely used measure of concordance in validity studies of psychiatric disorders, it has been criticized because it is dependent on prevalence and, consequently, is often low in situations in which there appears to be high agreement between low-prevalence measures. An important implication is that \( \kappa \) varies across populations that differ in prevalence even when the populations do not differ in sensitivity (SN; the percentage of true cases correctly classified by the AIS) or specificity (SP; the percentage of true noncases correctly classified). Because SN and SP are considered to be fundamental parameters, this means that the comparison of \( \kappa \) across different populations cannot be used to evaluate the cross-population performance of a test.

Critics of \( \kappa \) prefer to assess concordance with measures that are a function of SN and SP. The odds ratio (OR) meets this requirement, as OR is equal to \[ \frac{[SN \times SP]}{[(1-SN) \times (1 - SP)]}. \] However, the upper end of the OR is unbounded, making it difficult to interpret the OR as a measure of concordance. Yule’s Q has been proposed as an alternative measure to resolve this problem, as Q is a bounded transformation of OR \[ Q = (OR - 1)/(OR + 1) \] that ranges between -1 and +1. Q can be interpreted as the difference in the probabilities of a randomly selected clinical case and a randomly selected clinical noncase. Although originally developed to study the association between a continuous predictor and a dichotomous outcome, AUC can be used in the special case in which the predictor is a dichotomy, in which case AUC equals \( \frac{SN + SP}{2} \). As a result of this useful interpretation, we focus on AUC in our evaluation of concordance between diagnoses based on the AIS and the clinical interviews. We also report SN and SP, the key components of AUC in the dichotomous case, as well as positive predictive value (PPV; the proportion of BIQ cases confirmed by the clinical interviews), negative predictive value (NPV; the proportion of BIQ noncases confirmed as noncases by the clinical interviews), and \( \kappa \).

We next estimated a series of stepwise logistic-regression equations, in which clinical diagnoses were treated as dichotomous outcomes and BIQ symptom variables were included along with BIQ diagnoses as predictors, to determine whether BIQ symptom-level data improve the prediction of clinical diagnoses, compared with prediction based on BIQ diagnoses. Significant improvement of this sort can be used to generate predicted probabilities of clinical diagnoses for each survey respondent not in the clinical reappraisal sample. As discussed in more detail elsewhere, diagnostic imputations based on these predicted probabilities can then be used to make estimates of the prevalence and correlates of clinical diagnoses in the full sample so as to incorporate the analysis of validity into substantive investigations. For example, it is possible in this way to carry out parallel analyses of the extent to which the correlates of predicted clinical diagnoses differ from the correlates of BIQ diagnoses.

The AUC was the statistic used to describe these improvements. As noted above, the AUC is typically used with a dimensional predictor and a dichotomous outcome. As a result, it is a simple matter to think of the AUC as the association between a predicted probability of a dichotomous outcome, in our case based on a prediction either from the dichotomous BIQ case classification or from a logistic-regression equation containing both BIQ diagnoses and symptom measures as predictors, and the observed classification on the outcome. This makes it possible to evaluate the extent to which AUC increases as more complex predictors are added to an equation over and above the initial BIQ dichotomous diagnostic classification.

Statistical significance was consistently evaluated in all of the above analyses using 0.05-level 2-sided tests. The Taylor series linearization method was used to adjust estimates of statistical significance for the effects of weighting. All the standard errors reported here are design-based estimates that were obtained using the Taylor series method.

RESULTS

Test-Retest Reliability

Good short-term (2 days) test-retest reliability was found for most core BIQ items. Test-retest Pearson correlations are in the range 0.72 to 0.95 for reports about numbers of nights in a typical week respondents have problems falling asleep, staying asleep, waking too early, and feeling unrested after a full night’s sleep (Table 1). Correlations are also quite high for reports of how long it takes to fall asleep (0.75), amount of time awake at night (0.80), and average number of nighttime awakenings
Table 1—Short-term (2 days) test-retest reliability of continuous Brief Insomnia Questionnaire component measures of sleep problems in the weighted America Insomnia Survey test-retest sample of 59 adults

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I. Number of nights per week</th>
<th>Time 1</th>
<th>Time 2</th>
<th>Pearson r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problems falling asleep</td>
<td>0.9 (1.6)</td>
<td>1.0 (1.8)</td>
<td>0.87c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waking in the night</td>
<td>1.3 (2.3)</td>
<td>1.2 (2.2)</td>
<td>0.95c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waking too early in the morning</td>
<td>2.4 (2.5)</td>
<td>2.2 (2.3)</td>
<td>0.72c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonrestorative sleep</td>
<td>3.3b (2.2)</td>
<td>2.8 (2.4)</td>
<td>0.80c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>II. Severity on nights of occurrence</th>
<th>Sleep latency, min</th>
<th>26.0 (43.6)</th>
<th>27.1 (43.7)</th>
<th>0.75c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amount of time awake at night, min</td>
<td>29.0 (63.2)</td>
<td>19.1 (41.5)</td>
<td>0.80b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of awakenings per night</td>
<td>0.8 (1.6)</td>
<td>0.7 (1.3)</td>
<td>0.94c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earliness of waking in morning, min</td>
<td>26.9 (46.2)</td>
<td>18.8 (26.6)</td>
<td>0.51c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity of nonrestorative sleep</td>
<td>1.1 (0.6)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.6)</td>
<td>0.47c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>III. Daytime impairment/distress</th>
<th>Difficulties caused by sleep problems</th>
<th>1.5b (0.5)</th>
<th>1.4 (0.4)</th>
<th>0.87c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheehan Disabilities Scales</td>
<td>0.9b (1.3)</td>
<td>0.6 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.88b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days out of role</td>
<td>0.2 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.1 (0.6)</td>
<td>0.66b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concern/worry/distress about sleep</td>
<td>-0.1 (0.8)</td>
<td>-0.2 (0.9)</td>
<td>0.71c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| IV. Duration of sleep problems   | Number of months | 53.8 (89.6) | 42.5 (57.8) | 0.62b |

*Significant within-individual difference in scores in the test and retest interviews based on a 0.05-level 2-sided test.

*Significant correlations between test and retest scores based on a 0.05-level, 2-sided test.

The data were weighted to adjust for the oversampling of respondents classified in the Brief Insomnia Questionnaire as meeting criteria for insomnia or subthreshold insomnia.

Mean responses to 8 questions about how much difficulty respondents had because of their sleep problems over the past 30 days in reduced motivation; performance at work, school, or social activities; making errors or having accidents; irritability, nerves, or mood disturbance; daytime attention, concentration, or memory problems; daytime fatigue; daytime sleepiness; tension headaches; or digestive problems. Response options were 1-4 (none, mild, moderate, severe).

Mean responses to 4 questions about how much sleep problems interfered with daily activities during the past 4 weeks in home management, ability to work, social life, and close personal relationships. Response options were 0-10 (none to very severe interference).

Days out of role (0-30) due to sleep problems in the past month.

Standardized (to mean 0 and standard deviation 1.0) responses to 2 questions about concern/worry (none, mild, moderate, and severe) and worry/distress (not at all, a little, some, much, and very much) about sleep problems.

(0.94). Correlations for assessments of daytime impairment and distress due to sleep problems are in the range 0.71 to 0.88.

Four of the BIQ symptom reports have test-retest correlates lower than the 0.70, which is generally considered the minimum acceptable level." One of these 4, NRS (0.47), is unstable due to only 7 retest respondents reporting NRS. Two others, amount of time waking too early in the morning (0.51) and number of days out of role due to sleep problems in the past month (0.66), are influenced by wide observed response ranges. When responses are dichotomized (0-29 vs 30+ minutes waking too early and 0 vs 1+ days out of role), the test-retest tetrachoric correlations become much higher (0.86 for waking too early; 0.84 for days out of role). The final symptom report with an acceptably low test-retest correlation, number of months with sleep problems (0.62), is due to instability in the reports of respondents with subthreshold sleep problems. The correlation is much higher (0.81) among respondents who reported in the AIS that their sleep problems occur at least 3 nights a week.

Mean values of BIQ symptom reports are generally similar for the test and retest interviews, although the within-person change scores are statistically significant for 4 items (number of nights of NRS, number of awakenings per night, difficulties caused by sleep problems, and the Sheehan Disability Scales), all with higher means in the test than in the retest. This indicates that the test-retest correlations are likely to be downwardly biased by effects of repeat administration on reduced reports.

Concordance of Diagnoses Based on the BIQ and Clinical Interviews

Prevalence estimates based on the BIQ were compared with those based on clinical interviews in the clinical reappraisal sample for each of the diagnostic systems. McNemar tests show that the prevalence estimates differ significantly for DSM-IV-TR, RDC/ICSD-2, and any diagnosis but not for ICD-10 diagnoses (Table 2). Prevalence estimates based on the BIQ were lower than those based on the clinical interviews, resulting in PPV consistently being higher than SN.

Using established descriptors for the values of κ, individual-level concordance between diagnoses based on the BIQ and the clinical interviews is substantial (κ in the range 0.61-0.80; AUC in the range 0.81-0.90) for diagnoses based on DSM-IV-TR and any criteria, fair to moderate (κ in the range 0.41-0.60; AUC in the range 0.61-0.70) for diagnoses based on RDC/ICSD-2 criteria, and fair (κ in the range 0.20-0.40; AUC in the range 0.61-0.70) for diagnoses based on ICD-10 criteria. The majority of clinical cases are detected by the BIQ (SN) for DSM-IV-TR and any criteria (67.6%-72.6%) but not by RDC/ICSD-2 or ICD-10 criteria (41.7%-42.5%). The vast majority of BIQ cases are confirmed by the clinical interviews (PPV) using DSM-IV-TR and any criteria (95.5%-96.7%), compared with smaller proportions using RDC/ICSD-2 (70.9%) and ICD-10 (42.7%) criteria. As might be expected given the BIQ underestimation of prevalence, the vast majority of clinical noncases are classified accurately by the BIQ (SP) for all diagnostic systems (94.4%-98.9%). In a similar way, the proportions of BIQ noncases confirmed by the clinical interviews (NPV) are consistently high (83.1%-97.7%).

Bias Introduced by Using Super-Normal Controls

As noted in the introduction, a number of previously developed self-report insomnia scales were validated in community samples by comparing the scale scores of confirmed insomniacs with those of good sleepers." This approach excludes people who have some evidence of sleep problems but do not meet full criteria for insomnia in a clinical interview. For example, the validity of a short insomnia questionnaire known as the Sleep Disorders Questionnaire (SDQ)" was evaluated
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in a sample of college students who were recruited based on SDQ scores obtained in a classroom screening exercise. Respondents were divided into 3 mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive subgroups based on these screening scores: those who did not complain of any sleep problems (A), those who reported sleep problems but did not meet diagnostic criteria of the SDQ for insomnia (B), and those who met diagnostic criteria for insomnia in the SDQ (C). An accredited expert in sleep medicine then carried out clinical interviews to evaluate the accuracy of diagnoses based on the SDQ among respondents in subgroups A and C. Importantly, respondents in subgroup B were excluded. Control groups of this sort, which exclude people with subthreshold evidence of the syndrome under study, are referred to in the methodologic literature as super-normal controls.

Super-normal control groups are often favored in studies designed to detect risk factors that have subtle effects specific to particular disorders. However, this usually introduces upward bias in the estimate of AUC in validity studies because the increase in SN (due to the omitted true positives all being screened negatives) is typically greater than the decrease in SP (due to the omitted true negatives all being screened negatives) because the proportion of all true positives who are in subgroup B is usually greater than the proportion of all true negatives who are in subgroup B, and AUC is the average of SN and SP.

It is important to note that the sampling strategy used in the AIS clinical reappraisal study is different in an important way from the super-normal control approach in that all AIS respondents had a non-0 probability of selection into the clinical reappraisal sample. As in the super-normal control design, we began with 3 sampling strata: respondents who reported no sleep problems (A), respondents who reported some sleep problems who did not meet the caseness criteria (B), and BIQ cases (C). Unlike the situation with super-normal sampling, in which only respondents in strata A and C are sampled, we included respondents in all 3 strata in the clinical reappraisal sample. Even though respondents in strata B and C were oversampled, the data were weighted to adjust for this oversampling prior to carrying out analysis. The weighted data had the same sample proportions in the 3 strata as in the full AIS sample.

The results reported here for concordance of BIQ diagnoses with clinical diagnoses will inevitably be compared with the results of published validations of other insomnia measures in community samples even though the latter studies usually used super-normal controls. Based on this realization, we examined the effect of using super-normal controls on estimates of BIQ validity by replicating the validity analyses reported in the last section after excluding from the clinical reappraisal sample respondents who reported some sleep problems (2 or more days a week for 1 month or longer) but failed to meet full criteria for insomnia in the BIQ. Results show clearly that concordance estimates are substantially inflated in this way. (Table 3); \( \kappa \) increases from 0.40 to 0.77 in the full sample to 0.53 to 0.91. AUC increases from 0.68 to 0.86 in the full sample to 0.84 to 0.95. These increases are due to consistently larger increases in SN (from 41.7-72.6 to 93.7-100.0) than decreases in SP (from 94.4-98.9 to 73.6-93.8) when noncases with sleep problems are excluded from consideration.

### Concordance Based on Continuous Classifications Using BIQ Symptom Data

Stepwise logistic-regression analysis was used to select BIQ symptom questions that significantly predict clinical diagnoses after controlling for dichotomous BIQ diagnoses. Each respondent in the clinical reappraisal sample was then assigned a predicted probability of each clinical diagnosis based on the resulting logistic-regression equations (Table 4). The AUC for these predicted probability measures predicting clinical diagnoses was substantially higher than the AUC for the dichotomous BIQ diagnostic classifications in predicting clinical diagnoses based on RDC/ICSD-2 (0.92 vs 0.68) and ICD-10 (0.95 vs 0.70) criteria and somewhat higher in predicting diagnoses based on DSM-IV-TR (0.92 vs 0.83) and any (0.94 vs 0.86) criteria.

The improved predictions of diagnoses using the continuous rather than dichotomous classifications is due to the fact that dichotomous classifications do not take into consideration the fact that some respondents are closer to the diagnostic threshold than are other respondents. This information is taken into account in calculating predicted probabilities of diagnoses, resulting in ROC curves with good discrimination between cases and controls throughout the range of the distributions (Figure 1). In addition to the values of AUC being higher, bias in prevalence estimates is removed when predicted probabilities of clinical diagnoses are used instead of diagnoses based on dichotomous BIQ disorder classifications.

### Table 2—Consistency of diagnoses based on the Brief Insomnia Questionnaire with diagnoses based on clinical interviews in the weighted America Insomnia Scale clinical reappraisal sample of 203 adults

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>DSM-IV-TR</th>
<th>ICD-10</th>
<th>RDC/ICSD-2</th>
<th>Any</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McNemar ( \chi^2 ) test ( a )</td>
<td>760.2( ^a )</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>560.0( ^b )</td>
<td>661.4( ^b )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \kappa )</td>
<td>0.72 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.40 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.42 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>0.83 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.70 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.68 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.86 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR (95% CI)</td>
<td>141.6 (114.7-174.8)</td>
<td>31.0 (24.4-39.4)</td>
<td>12.0 (10.0-13.7)</td>
<td>229.1 (181.1-289.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>67.6 (5.3)</td>
<td>42.5 (13.6)</td>
<td>41.7 (5.9)</td>
<td>72.6 (5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>98.5 (0.8)</td>
<td>97.7 (0.9)</td>
<td>94.4 (1.9)</td>
<td>98.9 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>95.5 (2.2)</td>
<td>42.7 (11.9)</td>
<td>70.9 (6.2)</td>
<td>96.7 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>86.9 (3.8)</td>
<td>97.7 (1.1)</td>
<td>83.1 (4.4)</td>
<td>88.7 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are shown as mean (SEM), except odds ratio (OR) and 95% confidence interval of the OR (95% CI). DSM-IV-TR refers to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Fourth Edition, Text Revision; ICD-10, International Classification of Diseases-10; RDC/ICSD-2, research diagnostic criteria and International Classification of Sleep Disorders-2; AUC, area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; SN, sensitivity; SP, specificity; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value.

\( ^a \) The data were adjusted to weight for the oversampling of respondents classified in the fully structured America Insomnia Survey interviews as meeting criteria for insomnia or subthreshold insomnia; \( ^b \) Significant at the 0.05 level, 2-sided test.
Continuous

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>DSM-IV-TR</th>
<th>ICD-10</th>
<th>RDC/ICSD-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNC</td>
<td>0.89 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.53 (0.16)</td>
<td>0.64 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>0.72 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.40 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.42 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>SNC</th>
<th>NC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNC</td>
<td>0.95 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>0.83 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.70 (0.13)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Positive predictive value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>SNC</th>
<th>NC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive predictive value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNC</td>
<td>91.5 (2.2)</td>
<td>92.7 (12.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>95.5 (2.2)</td>
<td>94.4 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Negative predictive value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>SNC</th>
<th>NC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative predictive value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNC</td>
<td>97.7 (1.1)</td>
<td>94.4 (3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>86.9 (3.8)</td>
<td>91.3 (4.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

Unlike other sleep conditions, such as breathing-related and circadian rhythm disorders, that are confirmable using relatively objective methods, chronic or transient insomnia is primarily diagnosed by self-reported sleep history obtained during clinical interview. Indeed, American Academy of Sleep Medicine best-practice guidelines caution against diagnosing insomnia using objective indices such as polysomnography or actigraphy because of substantial night-to-night variability in sleep symptoms and “first-night” phenomena. The Academy recommends instead that routine insomnia diagnoses be grounded in self-reported sleep history. This inherently subjective nature of insomnia presumably contributes to the fact that test-retest reliability is generally found to be lower for insomnia than other sleep complaints in psychometric studies, as well as for the fact that reports of more qualitative symptoms of insomnia, such as the restorative value of sleep and daytime functioning, are usually found to be less stable in test-retest studies than are more quantitative reports of sleep-problem frequency and duration. Our results regarding the short-term test-retest reliability of BIQ symptoms are not entirely consistent with the latter results, though, as the test-retest correlations for BIQ reports of daytime impairment (0.87-0.88) are as high as those for reports of more quantitative symptoms. Indeed, the majority of BIQ items have good to excellent test-retest reliability. The few cases in which test-retest reliability is unacceptably low, as noted in the results section, are due either to sparse data, sensitivity at the upper end of a wide response range, or response inconsistency among respondents with subthreshold symptoms. We also found that mean values of some items were significantly lower on retest, which suggests that the test-retest paradigm underestimates true BIQ reliability.

As noted in the introduction, only limited psychometric information is available on the validity of other fully structured insomnia scales. Much of this information is based on patient samples, which cannot be compared with the results in the current report because the severity of insomnia is almost certainly greater in clinical than in community samples. Several other studies have evaluated the validity of various fully structured insomnia scales in community samples, compared with diagnoses based on clinical interviews. Estimates of AUC in those studies were in the range 0.81 to 1.0. However, all of those studies used super-normal control groups. As shown in our comparison of validity statistics based on the full BIQ clinical reappraisal sample and the subsample that excluded BIQ noncases who reported sleep problems, the use of super-normal controls inflates estimates of diagnostic concordance. The exact magnitude of this inflation in previous studies cannot be deter-

Table 3—The effect of using super-normal controls versus normal controls in the evaluation of consistency of diagnoses based on the Brief Insomnia Questionnaire with diagnoses based on clinical interviews in the weighted America Insomnia Scale clinical reappraisal sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Continuous AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSM-IV-TR</td>
<td>0.83 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICD-10</td>
<td>0.70 (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDC/ICSD-2</td>
<td>0.68 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any</td>
<td>0.86 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4—Comparisons of AUC in predicting clinical diagnoses based on the dichotomous Brief Insomnia Questionnaire classification and of continuous predicted probabilities of clinical diagnoses based on Brief Insomnia Questionnaire item-level data in the clinical reappraisal sample of 203 adults

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Dichotomous AUC</th>
<th>Continuous AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSM-IV-TR</td>
<td>0.83 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICD-10</td>
<td>0.70 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.95 (0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDC/ICSD-2</td>
<td>0.68 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any</td>
<td>0.86 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.94 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DSM-IV-TR refers to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Fourth Edition, Text Revision; ICD-10, International Classification of Diseases-10; RDC/ICSD-2, research diagnostic criteria and International Classification of Sleep Disorders-2. Data are displayed as mean (SEM). The weighted America Insomnia Scale clinical reappraisal sample and the subsample that excluded BIQ noncases consisting exclusively of BIQ SNC.

aData are displayed as mean (SEM). The data were weighted in exactly the same way as in Table 2, but the sample excluded respondents who reported sleep problems at least 2 nights a week for at least 1 month in the BIQ who did not meet diagnostic criteria for insomnia in the BIQ according to the diagnostic system specified in the row heading. This exclusion resulted in the BIQ noncases consisting exclusively of BIQ SNC.

bThe sample sizes are those for the analyses based on the SNC data. The sample size for analyses based on the data from the NC data is consistently n = 203 across outcomes. Sample size varies across outcomes for the SNC data because the excluded cases were confined to respondents who did not meet criteria for insomnia according to the diagnostic system specified in the specific row heading.
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be a valid mode of clinical assessment for other DSM disorders, it is conceivable that the accuracy of clinical diagnoses would have been improved by in-person assessment. If so, concordance between diagnoses based on the BIQ and those based on clinical interviews would presumably have been higher than reported here. A related limitation is that the accuracy of clinical diagnoses might have been improved by including sleep diaries, polysomnography, or other additional information to supplement clinical interviews. This limitation highlights the fact that, even though we used the word validation to characterize the current investigation, the fact that the clinical diagnoses cannot be taken as perfectly valid means that the estimates of concordance reported here should be considered lower-bound estimates on the validity of the BIQ. Even if accepted on face value, rather than as lower-bound estimates, though, the results demonstrate that the BIQ accurately estimates the prevalence and correlates of insomnia in the AIS.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL—Brief Insomnia Questionnaire

SL1. How many nights out of 7 in a typical week do you have problems falling asleep?

(IEWER: IF R GIVES A RANGE OR SAYS “IT DEPENDS”, PROBE: “In general”)

(IEWER: IF A RANGE IS STILL GIVEN AFTER PROBE, ENTER THE LOWER NUMBER)

_ NUMBER OF NIGHTS IN A TYPICAL WEEK
0. NONE/NEVER/LESS THAN 1 ------> QSL4
7. EVERY NIGHT/ALL OF THEM
DK ----------------------------------> QSL4

SL3. How long does it usually take you to fall asleep on the nights you have a problem falling asleep?

(IEWER: IF R GIVES A RANGE OR SAYS “IT DEPENDS”, PROBE: “In general”)

(IEWER: IF A RANGE IS STILL GIVEN AFTER PROBE, ENTER THE LOWER NUMBER)

# ______ < one-quarter, one-fourth = 1/4 >
DK < one-half = 1/2 >

HR- HOURS < three-quarters, three-fourths = 3/4 >
MI- MINUTES < one-third = 1/3 >
< two-thirds = 2/3 >

SL4. How many nights out of 7 in a typical week do you have problems STAYING asleep throughout the night?

(IEWER: IF R GIVES A RANGE OR SAYS “IT DEPENDS”, PROBE: “In general”)

(IEWER: IF A RANGE IS STILL GIVEN AFTER PROBE, ENTER THE LOWER NUMBER)

(If needed: “Please include waking up for any reason including going to the bathroom, feeding a baby, taking care of children, or taking care of a pet.”)

_ NUMBER OF NIGHTS IN A TYPICAL WEEK
0. NONE/NEVER/LESS THAN 1 -------> QSL8
7. EVERY NIGHT/ALL OF THEM
DK ----------------------------------> QSL8

SL5.1. How much time do you usually spend awake at night on the nights you have trouble sleeping?

(IEWER: IF R GIVES A RANGE OR SAYS “IT DEPENDS”, PROBE: “In general”)

(IEWER: IF A RANGE IS STILL GIVEN AFTER PROBE, ENTER THE LOWER NUMBER)

# ______ < one-quarter, one-fourth = 1/4 >
DK < one-half = 1/2 >

HR- HOURS < three-quarters, three-fourths = 3/4 >
MI- MINUTES < one-third = 1/3 >
< two-thirds = 2/3 >
SL6. How many times per night do you usually wake up during [that night/those [QSL4] nights]?

(IF NEEDED: “On the nights when you have a problem staying asleep, how many times do you usually wake up in the night?”)

(IWER: IF R GIVES A RANGE OR SAYS “IT DEPENDS”, PROBE: “In general”)

(IWER: IF A RANGE IS STILL GIVEN AFTER PROBE, ENTER THE LOWER NUMBER)

__ NUMBER OF TIMES YOU WAKE UP DURING THE NIGHT
08. 8 OR MORE TIMES
DK

SL7. How long does it usually take you to get back to sleep once you wake up at night?

(IF R NEVER FALLS BACK TO SLEEP, ENTER 999 MI)

(IWER: IF R GIVES A RANGE OR SAYS “IT DEPENDS”, PROBE: “In general”)

(IWER: IF A RANGE IS STILL GIVEN AFTER PROBE, ENTER THE LOWER NUMBER)

#< one-quarter, one-fourth = 1/4 >
DK< one-half = 1/2 >
HR- HOURS< three-quarters, three-fourths = 3/4 >
MI- MINUTES< one-third = 1/3 >
< two-thirds = 2/3 >

SL8. How many mornings out of 7 in a typical week do you wake up before your alarm clock goes off?

(IF R SAYS, “I DON’T HAVE AN ALARM CLOCK” PROBE: “How many mornings (out of 7 in a typical week) do you wake up before you want to?”)

(IWER: IF R GIVES A RANGE OR SAYS “IT DEPENDS”, PROBE: “In general”)

(IWER: IF A RANGE IS STILL GIVEN AFTER PROBE, ENTER THE LOWER NUMBER)

__ NUMBER OF NIGHTS IN A TYPICAL WEEK
0. NONE/NEVER/LESS THAN 1 ----> QSL11
7. EVERY NIGHT/ALL OF THEM
DK ------------------------> QSL11

SL10. How much earlier than you want do you wake up on those days?

(IF NEEDED: “On the days you wake up too early, how much earlier do you wake up?”)

(IWER: IF R GIVES A RANGE OR SAYS “IT DEPENDS”, PROBE: “In general”)

(IWER: IF A RANGE IS STILL GIVEN AFTER PROBE, ENTER THE LOWER NUMBER)

#< one-quarter, one-fourth = 1/4 >
DK< one-half = 1/2 >
HR- HOURS< three-quarters, three-fourths = 3/4 >
MI- MINUTES< one-third = 1/3 >
< two-thirds = 2/3 >
SL11. How many mornings out of 7 in a typical week do you wake up still feeling tired or unrested?

(IWER: IF R GIVES A RANGE OR SAYS “IT DEPENDS”, PROBE: “In general”)

(IWER: IF A RANGE IS STILL GIVEN AFTER PROBE, ENTER THE LOWER NUMBER)

_ NUMBER OF MORNINGS IN A TYPICAL WEEK
0. NONE/NEVER/LESS THAN 1 --> CK.SL19
7. EVERY MORNING/ALL OF THEM
DK ----------------------------- > CK.SL19

SL13. How would you rate the severity of your problem waking up feeling tired or unrested? Would you say it’s...

(READ LIST)

(If R SAYS “IT DEPENDS”, PROBE: “In general”)

1. MILD,
2. MODERATE,
3. SEVERE, OR
4. VERY SEVERE?

DK (DO NOT READ)

CK.SL19: Must have at least 1 night of any of the above problems to continue; if not skip out of remaining BIQ questions

SL20. About how many nights out of 7 in a typical week do you have a problem [(either) falling asleep, or) staying asleep, or) waking too early, or) feeling tired and unrested in the morning]?

(IF R SAYS “IT DEPENDS”, PROBE: “In general”)

_ NUMBER OF NIGHTS IN A TYPICAL WEEK
0. NONE/NEVER/LESS THAN 1 --> QSL22.4
7. EVERY NIGHT/ALL OF THEM
DK

SL21. For how many weeks, months, or years have you had [a problem/either of these problems/at least one of these problems]?

(IF “DK”, PROBE: “Has it gone on for at least 4 weeks?” and IF “YES”, ENTER “1 MO”)

# _______ < one-quarter, one-fourth = 1/4 >
DK < one-half = 1/2 >
DY- DAYS < three-quarters, three-fourths = 3/4 >
WK- WEEKS < one-third = 1/3 >
MO- MONTHS < two-thirds = 2/3 >
YR- YEARS
The next questions are about how your sleep [problem has/problems have] affected your daytime functioning in various ways over the past 30 days.

SL(28-35). [First/(How about)]

28. "reduced motivation"
29. "performance at work, school, or social activities"
30. "making errors or having accidents"
31. "irritability, nerves, or mood disturbance"
32. "daytime attention, concentration, or memory problems"
33. "daytime fatigue"
34. "daytime sleepiness"
35. "tension headaches or digestive problems"

?  

(HOW MUCH DIFFICULTY have you had with this because of your sleep [problem/problems] over the past 30 days?)

(Would you say...)

(READ LIST IF NECESSARY)

(IF R SAYS "IT DEPENDS", PROBE: "In general")

1. NONE,
2. MILD,
3. MODERATE, OR
4. SEVERE DIFFICULTY?

DK (DO NOT READ)

SL36A. (How about)

concerns or worries about your sleep?

(HOW MUCH DIFFICULTY do you have with this because of your sleep [problem/problems]?)

(Would you say...)

(READ LIST IF NECESSARY)

(IF R SAYS "IT DEPENDS", PROBE: "In general")

1. NONE,
2. MILD,
3. MODERATE, OR
4. SEVERE?

DK (DO NOT READ)
**SL36B.** How worried or distressed are you about your sleep problems? Would you say...

(READ LIST)

1. NOT AT ALL,
2. A LITTLE,
3. SOMEWHAT,
4. MUCH, OR
5. VERY MUCH?

DK (DO NOT READ)

**INTRO.QSL41**

The next questions are about how sleep problems interfered with your daily activities during the past 4 weeks.

**SL(41-44).** [Using a 0 to 10 scale, where 0 means NO INTERFERENCE and 10 means VERY SEVERE INTERFERENCE. (Using the same 0 to 10 scale,)]

41. “what number describes how much your sleep problems interfered with your home management, like cleaning, shopping, and taking care of your home”

42. “how much did problems with your sleep interfere with your ability to work”

43. “how much did problems with your sleep interfere with your social life”

44. “how much did problems with your sleep interfere with your close personal relationships”

[(You can use any number between 0 and 10 to answer.)/(Again, you can use any number between 0 and 10 to answer.)]

(If needed: “0 means NO INTERFERENCE and 10 means VERY SEVERE INTERFERENCE.”)

(If needed: “In general, in the past 4 weeks.”)

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10
NO VERY SEVERE INTERFERENCE INTERFERENCE

DK

**SS2.** About how much time do you typically spend in bed the night before a work day, including time spent watching TV, reading, talking to your partner, trying to sleep, AND SLEEPING?

(If R says less than 5 hours: “Please include time sleeping.”)

(If R does not work: “Please think about a typical weekday night.”)

(If R says “It depends”, probe: “In general, on average”)

#______ < one-quarter, one-fourth = 1/4 >
DK < one-half = 1/2 >
HR- HOURS < three-quarters, three-fourths = 3/4 >
MI- MINUTES < one-third = 1/3 >
< two-thirds = 2/3 >
SS3. About how much time do you typically spend in bed altogether on a WEEKEND night?

(IF NEEDED: “Including time spent watching TV, reading, talking to your partner, trying to sleep, and sleeping”)

(IF NEEDED: “Please think about a typical Saturday night.”)

(IF R SAYS “IT DEPENDS”, PROBE: “In general, on average”)

#______ < one-quarter, one-fourth = 1/4 >
DK < one-half = 1/2 >
HR- HOURS < three-quarters, three-fourths = 3/4 >
MI- MINUTES < one-third = 1/3 >
< two-thirds = 2/3 >

INTRO.QSS4

Let’s focus on the [QSS2 hours] you spend in bed on a WEEK-night.

SS(4-6). [About how much of that time do you typically spend.../And about how many of the [QSS2 hours] do you typically spend...]

4. “either watching TV, reading, or talking to your partner”
5. “lying in bed trying to get to sleep but not sleeping”
6. “ACTUALLY sleeping”

(IF R DOES NOT WORK: “Please think about a typical weekday night.”)

(IWER: IF R SAYS “NEVER” ENTER ’0 HR’)

(IF R SAYS “IT DEPENDS”, PROBE: “On average, on a typical WORK-DAY”)

#______ < one-quarter, one-fourth = 1/4 >
DK < one-half = 1/2 >
HR- HOURS < three-quarters, three-fourths = 3/4 >
MI- MINUTES < one-third = 1/3 >
< two-thirds = 2/3 >

INTRO.QSS15

The next question is about how much your sleep problems are caused by the place you sleep being too light, too noisy, too hot or cold, or uncomfortable.

SS15A. How much do you think your sleep problems are caused by problems with the place you sleep? Would you say...

(READ LIST)

(IF R SAYS “IT DEPENDS”, PROBE: “On average”)

1. NOT AT ALL,
2. A LITTLE,
3. SOME,
4. A LOT, OR
5. TOTALLY?

DK (DO NOT READ)
SS16. Some people have sleep problems because they either have to get up very early, stay up late, or get up in the night because of their job or because of having a baby or a sick person who needs their help.

   How much do you think your sleep problems are caused by these kinds of demands on your time? Would you say...

   (READ LIST)

   (IF R SAYS "IT DEPENDS", PROBE: "On average")

   1. NOT AT ALL,
   2. A LITTLE,
   3. SOME,
   4. A LOT, OR
   5. TOTALLY?

   DK (DO NOT READ)
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL—Scoring Algorithms

DSM-IV-TR Diagnostic Criteria for Primary Insomnia

A. The predominant complaint is difficulty initiating or maintaining sleep, or nonrestorative sleep, for at least 1 month.

A1.1. The predominant complaint is difficulty initiating sleep
SL1 = 3-7 (problems getting to sleep ≥ 3 and ≤ 7 nights a week) AND
SL3 ≥ 30 minutes (it takes 30 or more minutes to get to sleep those nights)

OR

A1.2. The predominant complaint is difficulty maintaining sleep
A1.2a. Waking multiple times (waking 3 or more times at night)
SL4 = 3-7 (problems staying asleep ≥ 3 and ≤ 7 nights a week) AND EITHER
[(SL6 ≥ 3: waking 3 or more times)

OR

A1.2b. Taking a long time to get back to sleep after awakening at night (30 or more minutes awake)
SL4 = 3-7 (problems staying asleep ≥ 3 and ≤ 7 nights a week) AND EITHER
[(SL5.1 ≥ 30 minutes awake at night) OR (SL7: Number of minutes it takes to get back to sleep) x (SL6: Number of awakenings) ≥ 30 minutes]

OR

A1.2c. Waking too early in the AM (30 or more minutes early)
SL8 = 3-7 (problems waking too early in the morning ≥ 3 and ≤ 7 days a week) AND
SL10 ≥ 30 minutes (R wakes 30 or more minutes early those mornings)

OR

A1.3. The predominant complaint is nonrestorative sleep
SL11 = 3-7 (problems feeling unrefreshed in the morning ≥ 3 and ≤ 7 days a week) AND
SL13 = 2-4 (the severity of the problem waking up feeling nonrefreshed is either moderate, severe, or very severe) AND
SS5+SS6 ≥ = 7 hours (R has adequate opportunity for sleep) AND
A1.1 = No and A1.2a = No and A1.2b = No and A1.2c = No (R doesn’t have any other sleep problem)

AND

A2. The complaint has lasted at least one month
SL21 ≥ 30 days (For how many weeks, months, or years have you had at least one of these problems?)

B. The sleep disturbance (or associated daytime fatigue) causes clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.
We created a count of responses to all the daytime impairment items to operationalize this criterion.

SUM the number of responses in the SL28-34 series that were coded 3-4 plus whether or not SL35 was coded 4 plus whether or not SL36A was coded 3-4 plus whether or not SL36B was coded 4-5 (you only get 1 point if either 36A or 36B was in the range) plus the sum of the SL41-44 series that were coded 7-10.

Impairment is initialized to zero.

28. reduced motivation mod/sev - If SL28 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
29. reduced performance at work, school, or social activities mod/sev - IF SL29 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
30. errors or accidents mod/sev - If SL30 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
31. irritability, nerves, mood disturbance mod/sev - If SL31 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
32. daytime attention, concentration, or memory problems mod/sev - If SL32 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
33. daytime fatigue mod/sev - If SL33 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
34. daytime sleepiness mod/sev - If SL34 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
35. tension headaches or digestive problems SEVERE (NOT MOD/SEV) - If SL35 = 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
36A. concerns or worries about your sleep mod/sev
36B. worried or distressed about sleep problems much/very much – If SL36a OR SL36b = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment+1
41. sleep probs interfered with home management 7-10/0-10 - If SL41 ≥ 7 then impairment = impairment +1
42. sleep probs interfered with ability to work 7-10/0-10 - If SL42 ≥ 7 then impairment = impairment +1
43. sleep probs interfered with social life 7-10/0-10 - If SL43 ≥ 7 then impairment = impairment +1
44. sleep probs interfered with close relationships 7-10/0-10 - If SL44 ≥ 7 then impairment = impairment +1

We say that Criterion B is met if impairment ≥ 2.

C. The sleep disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of narcolepsy, breathing-related sleep disorder, circadian rhythm sleep disorder, or parasomnia.

NOT OPERATIONALIZED

D. The disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of another mental disorder (e.g., major depressive disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, a delirium).

NOT OPERATIONALIZED

E. The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance.

NOT OPERATIONALIZED
ICD-10 Diagnostic Criteria for Non-Organic Insomnia

A. The complaint is either of difficulty falling asleep or maintaining sleep, or of poor quality sleep;

Same items as in DSM-IV

B. The sleep disturbance has occurred at least three times per week for at least 1 month;

The 3 days a week part is met in the coding above for Criterion A
The 1 month part is operationalized in the same way as DSM-IV, namely:

SL21 ≥ 30 days (For how many weeks, months, or years have you had at least one of these problems?)

C. There is preoccupation with the sleeplessness and excessive concern over its consequences at night and during the day;

SL36A = 3-4 (R has moderate or severe concerns about the sleep problems)

OR

SL36B = 4-5 (R has much or very much worries or distress about the sleep problems)

D. The unsatisfactory quantity and/or quality of sleep either causes marked distress or interferes with ordinary activities in daily living.

We created a count of responses to all the daytime impairment items to operationalize this criterion.

SUM the number of responses in the SL28-34 series that were coded 3-4 plus whether or not SL35 was coded 4 plus the sum of the SL41-44 series that were coded 7-10.

Impairment is initialized to zero.

28. reduced motivation mod/sev - If SL28 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
29. reduced performance at work, school, or social activities mod/sev - IF SL29 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
30. errors or accidents mod/sev - If SL30 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
31. irritability, nerves, mood disturbance mod/sev - If SL31 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
32. daytime attention, concentration, or memory problems mod/sev - If SL32 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
33. daytime fatigue mod/sev - If SL33 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
34. daytime sleepiness mod/sev - If SL34 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
35. tension headaches or digestive problems SEVERE (NOT MOD/SEV) - If SL35 = 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
41. sleep probs interfered with home management 7-10/0-10 - If SL41 ≥ 7 then impairment = impairment +1
42. sleep probs interfered with ability to work 7-10/0-10 - If SL42 ≥ 7 then impairment = impairment +1
43. sleep probs interfered with social life 7-10/0-10 - If SL43 ≥ 7 then impairment = impairment +1
44. sleep probs interfered with close relationships 7-10/0-10 - If SL44 ≥ 7 then impairment = impairment +1

We say that Criterion D is met if impairment ≥ 2
Research Diagnostic Criteria for Insomnia Disorder

A. The individual reports one or more of the following sleep related complaints: difficulty initiating sleep, difficulty maintaining sleep, waking up too early, or sleep that is chronically non-restorative or poor in quality.

We operationalize this in exactly the same way as the comparable DSM-IV criterion (i.e., using the 3-day rule, the 30 minutes for getting to sleep, the 30 minutes for waking in the night and waking two early, and the ≥ 3 rule for number of times waking in the night (waking ≥ 3 and being awake ≥ 30 minutes are alternatives for the same sub-criterion)).

B. The above sleep difficulty occurs despite adequate opportunity and circumstances for sleep.

SS15a NOT EQUAL 4-5 (R did NOT say that his sleep problems are caused a lot or totally by problems with the place he sleeps)

AND

SS16 NOT EQUAL 4-5 (R did NOT say that his sleep problems are caused a lot or totally by demands on his time that require him to sleep irregularly)

C. At least one of the following forms of daytime impairment related to the nighttime sleep difficulty is reported by the individual:

1. Fatigue (SL33)/Malaise (NOT OPERATIONALIZED);
2. Attention, concentration, or memory impairment; (SL32)
3. Social/Vocational dysfunction or poor school performance (SL29, 41, 42, 43, 44);  
4. Mood disturbance/Irritability (SL31);
5. Daytime sleepiness (SL34);
6. Motivation (SL28)/Energy (SL33)/Initiative reduction (SL28);
7. Proneness for errors/accidents at work or while driving (SL30);
8. Tension headaches, and/or GI symptoms in response to sleep loss (SL35);
9. Concerns or worries about sleep (SL36A/36B).

There is a one-to-one map (with the exception of malaise, which is not operationalized) of Criterion C symptoms to the SL28-44 series, as shown above. The thresholds used are the same as in the DSM operationalization, namely:

Impairment is initialized to zero.

28. reduced motivation mod/sev - If SL28 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
29. reduced performance at work, school, or social activities mod/sev - IF SL29 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
30. errors or accidents mod/sev - If SL30 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
31. irritability, nerves, mood disturbance mod/sev - If SL31 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
32. daytime attention, concentration, or memory problems mod/sev - If SL32 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
33. daytime fatigue mod/sev - If SL33 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
34. daytime sleepiness mod/sev - If SL34 = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
35. tension headaches or digestive problems SEVERE (NOT MOD/SEV) - If SL35 = 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
36A. concerns or worries about your sleep mod/sev
36B. worried or distressed about sleep problems much/very much – If SL36a OR SL36b = 3 or 4 then impairment = impairment + 1
41. sleep probs interfered with home management 7-10/0-10 - If SL41 ≥ 7 then impairment = impairment +1
42. sleep probs interfered with ability to work 7-10/0-10 - If SL42 ≥ 7 then impairment = impairment +1
43. sleep probs interfered with social life 7-10/0-10 - If SL43 ≥ 7 then impairment = impairment +1
44. sleep probs interfered with close relationships 7-10/0-10 - If SL44 ≥ 7 then impairment = impairment +1

We say that Criterion C is met if impairment ≥ 1